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Week of 25th October 2021 

What’s on our mind this week? 

The lipstick brother and the explosive growth of live streaming e-commerce in China 

For Chinese shopping lovers, November is always the start of a frantic season. But we tend to see 

that starting point keeping moving earlier and earlier year after year. And quite clearly it seems to 

do no harm to anyone, quite the opposite. This year in China, 20th October was the day to mark. 

It was the day when the two most influential Chinese key opinion leaders (KOLs), also called 

influencers hit the stage, on Taobao (the leading e-commerce platform of China that belongs to 

Alibaba). Viya, a young woman, and Li Jiaqi, a young man, had scheduled their first live streaming 

for Taobao Double 11 presales respectively on that day. It was designed as a match between the 

two of them.  

The media checked on a live basis how many goods were sold, how much was being transacted 

by which KOL over what period of time. Consumers typically love watching those statistics flowing 

in as much as they enjoy watching a soccer game. It is the 21st century version of the teleshopping 

experience pioneered in the 1980s in the United States by QVC and TeleBrands, with a focus on 

interactivity between shoppers, viewers and the KOLs who strive to find the best items at the 

lowest price for their audience. Retailers and brand owners love to watch the statistics taking off 

as the numbers are typically very impressive: RMB10.65 billion (USD1.7bn) worth of goods were 

sold by Li Jiaqi and RMB8.25 billion (USD1.3bn) by Viya within 12 and 14 hours respectively on 

20thOctober. Added together, the two of them sold USD3.0 billion worth of goods on the first 

day of the Double 11 shopping festival 2021 that is typically centered around 11th November. The 

number was stunningly high compared to their last year’s combined record of USD1.4 billion 

achieved in the first two days of the festival. The two KOLs were also far ahead of the third runner-

up who achieved USD140m of sales this year. 

Who are Viya and Li Jiaqi? 

Viya has been known as the Livestream Queen in China for years, while Li Jiaqi is nicknamed 

“Lipstick Brother” because of his specialty in selling lipsticks to female consumers online. They 

both are very successful salespersons in the e-commerce space but are different in style or public 

persona when facing female consumers. 

Viya usually presents herself as a big sister, gentle and powerful. She would share her personal 

life with her audience to build up emotional bonds and trust, and then mention she has bought 
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this and that for her husband, kids, or other family members. Such selling strategy has proved to 

work very well for married female consumers in their 30s or 40s.  

In contrast, Li Jiaqi’s style can be described as girls’ best guy friend, with his iconic high-pitched 

tone catchphrases “Oh, my God”, “All girls”, and “Buy it”. Li used to be a well-trained offline beauty 

product salesman before turning to e-commerce. He has the habit of calling the audience “girls” 

or “cuties” (or Meimei in Chinese), and during his live-streaming Li always insists on trying the 

lipsticks on his own lips as opposed to using his hands and arms which is the way most beauty 

bloggers do. He says he does this to show the real colour of the lipsticks. Li also has a soothing 

power in the way he speaks. When he reviews beauty products, he recommends those he likes 

and criticises those he deems difficult to handle. It is those occasional critiques that make his 

recommendations even more convincing. From the products he sells and the way he speaks, we 

could imagine that Li’s target audience are probably younger than Viya’s in general.  

A typical video clip of Li Jiaqi selling lipstick can be found at:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNjKXnRW168 

You may also watch “Extraordinary Industry Disruptor: Austin Li Jiaqi”:      

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_zY02nFDcA  

 

The implication for investors 

The sales expertise of influencers such as Viya and Li Jiaqi is only part of the reason why live 

streaming e-commerce is becoming the rage in China. The root of their phenomenal success 

should be attributed to the increasing purchasing power of households and Chinese consumers’ 

resilient enthusiasm for better living conditions. Even though aggregate consumption growth in 

China has been slowing down, at the microlevel there are always certain types of products gaining 

market shares rampantly. The battle is fierce to get access to these new markets. Who will end up 

taking market share from the others is critical for consumer goods companies to find out. The 

answer to that question is crucial for brands, channels, and investors in the consumer sector, and 

it can be a complicated one as Chinese consumers on one hand want lower prices for the same 

products, but they also want to try higher-end products, especially if those products are promoted 

properly. This is the premiumisation trend that China is going through across the consumer sector. 

Such mixed pattern of consumption should not be simplified into a black and white “consumption 

upgrade” or “consumption downgrade”. It’s all about finding the right target audience at the right 

price.  

This is how the Livestream Queen and Lipstick Brother have managed to make themselves so 

prominent.  
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—————————————————————————————————— 

Alibaba enters the semiconductor fray  

 

Last week Alibaba released some very interesting news that had nothing to do with government 

reform or e-commerce. Alibaba announced that it had developed a processor chip that will be 

used in its servers including those located in their cloud computing data centres. The processor, 

named Yitian 710, was developed by Alibaba’s in-house semiconductor unit T-Head. Its design is 

based on UK-based ARM Ltd’s architecture and will not be available for commercial use outside 

of Alibaba. Alibaba also said it has developed a proprietary line of servers named Panjiu, and 

added that it will make the source code for its Xuantie series of Intellectual Property (IP) cores 

(logic blocs used on semiconductor chips) using the open-source RISC-V architecture. 

The server Central Processing Unit (CPU) market used to be entirely dominated by the x86 

processors, produced by both Intel and AMD. The reason for this exclusive use is the reliability of 

services provided by the x86 architecture, which is paramount for servers, as well as the 

compatibility with server software. Non-x86 processors were hardly ever used in servers.  

UK based ARM’s chips presence in other devices is very strong: Nearly all the chips used in mobile 

phones and tablets are using ARM-based architecture. In the PC market, Apple’s new M1 

processor and some of the Google Chromebooks are using ARM-based chips. Servers were the 

last market where Intel had managed to keep ARM at bay, but this era is coming to an end as 

customers such as Alibaba are now getting involved.  

Alibaba is the largest cloud-computing company in China, and the third largest globally after 

Amazon and Microsoft. Cloud-computing companies normally buy servers from server 

manufacturers such as HP, Dell or Lenovo who, themselves, source the CPU chips mainly from 

Intel. Intel currently holds a 90% market share in server chips. It was even close to 100% until AMD 

recently succeeded in entering that market.  Until now, Alibaba was the largest indirect buyer of 

Intel chips in China for cloud computing. 

As Alibaba has now started making its own chips, Intel’s largest Chinese client has turned into a 

competitor. And Alibaba is not the first client of Intel that has turned into a competitor: In the US, 

Amazon already introduced its ARM-based server chip Graviton in 2018.  

The Chinese shift toward ARM architecture could be significantly more threatening as the overall 

IT industry in China aims at becoming less dependent on Intel’s x86 design. Even prior to this 

recent switch made by Alibaba, many devices in China were built using ARM-based application 

processors and ARM-friendly software using languages such as Oracle’s Java which is extremely 
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popular in China. Overall, Intel could become quite marginalised in China which explains its weak 

stock performance last week. 

Furthermore, Alibaba doesn’t seem to be only interested in designing its own chips: The company 

was recently reported to be considering an investment in Chinese domestic chipmaker Tsinghua 

Unigroup, which has invested in cutting-edge semiconductor manufacturing facilities. Tsinghua 

Unigroup has memory manufacturing facilities via its subsidiary Yangtze Memory Technologies 

Co., or YMTC, and logic manufacturing facilities via another subsidiary, Wuhan Xinxin 

Semiconductor Manufacturing Co., better known as XMC. An investment in Tsinghua Unigroup 

would give Alibaba access to one of the most advanced semiconductor manufacturing capabilities 

in China. 

This development is also in line with the Chinese government’s priority which is to boost the 

nation’s semiconductor abilities. China remains reliant on overseas companies for much of its 

advanced semiconductors which, as the Huawei situation demonstrated, puts significant 

geopolitical risk on Chinese IT sector. In this context, Alibaba’s chip investment can be read as 

being a patriotic move, and also a move that could be seen as Alibaba becoming a potential threat 

in the eyes of US authorities. Nevertheless, more prosaically, Alibaba’s decision to enter the 

semiconductor fray seems very sound and likely to generate near-term financial performance. 
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